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Abstract—The development of information technology has a positive impact on business environment and at the same time, a negative impact on various security threats. Organizations try to implement various countermeasures for preventing security incident. However they tend to rely on technical security solution and security incidents are not possible to prevent completely. Recently, People Centric Security as a new approach has become an issue and the security education for changing the behavior of employees is emphasized. However, most organizations have difficulty in expecting any changes in behavior of employees because security education regards as a formal activity for compliance. Moreover, few previous security education-related researches studied the relevance of the educational contents necessary for employees with the behavioral changes in students and security experts. The purpose of this research is to provide security education framework for employee's behavior change based on pedagogy and social psychology. In addition, some future researches that overcome the limitation of this research for effective security education program were proposed.

Index Terms—Security education, social psychology, people centric security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the rapid development of information technology has greatly contributed to improving organizational work productivity. However, threats like APT (Advanced Persistent Threat) appeared and internal information leakage paths became diversified. For this reason, small and big security incidents are occurring every year. Statistics showed that the scale of security industry is increasing continuously and most organizations rely highly on technical security solutions [1]. However, security incident is caused by a human being who lacks security consciousness and it is also the human who solves this problem. If security is not supported by the security awareness and capability of individual organizational members, it is of no use.

Gartner proposed a new paradigm of human-centered security [2]. Human-centered security is an approach to assign responsibility and authority based on trust in employees, improve security awareness and capability through education, and detect and respond to abnormal symptoms quickly through continuous monitoring. In other words, the approach is to improve the security awareness by carrying out security education continuously from the point of employment of employees and the security capability of individuals for preventing and responding to security incidents.

However, it will not be effective unless the security education remains temporary and the behavior of employees is improved. Most organizations perform minimum security education depending on compliance. Furthermore, to look at the recent trends of security education studies, most studies related to security education in Korea are largely on methods to cultivate security personnel, security education courses in institutions and universities, and impact of security education on security policy observation and few studies deal with educational contents [3].

This research aims to look at the concept of education based on pedagogy and social psychology, understand influential factors to human behavior and methods to change behavior, and provide the framework for security education containing security education contents necessary for behavioral changes in employees. It also describes methods to perform education depending on the framework and proposes future research tasks for developing effective education programs.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Concept of Education

To define the term education exactly, it is necessary to look at the nature of education based on the origin of word. To look at the origin of word 'education,' the term’s verb form ‘educate’ derived from ‘educare’ in Latin and this can be interpreted that ‘e’ indicating ‘out’ and ‘ducare’ indicating ‘to lead’ are combined to represent ‘to lead out’ [4]. In other words, this suggests that acquiring knowledge is important, but putting this into action is also important.

To define education from the theoretical perspective, education is defined largely into two aspects in pedagogy. First, education means passing on something valuable to those who are educated so that they can commit themselves to the field they belong to in the future and focuses on cognitive changes [4]. Second, education is a process to change human behavior intentionally and emphasizes behavioral changes [4]. In other words, education is a process to acquire and practice standard of judgment and knowledge that ought to be followed when a human being behaves and judges. Here, the word ‘intentionally’ indicates educational program, which consists of educational contents, methods, and evaluations. Educational contents can depend on educational field or course, but the selection criteria for general educational contents commonly require consistency with goals, breadth and width of required knowledge, and
practicability.

To look at the educational method, there are lecture method, discussion method, and questioning method and it may depend on educational contents [5]. Lecture method is a method that individuals or groups who have more knowledge convey knowledge to those who have less knowledge. Discussion method is a method that those who are subject to education participate voluntarily, discover problems on a particular subject, and explore solutions. Questioning method is a method that educators encourage those who are subject to education to draw inference and acquire knowledge by asking questions.

Finally, the term educational evaluation can be defined as a process to collect and use the behavioral changes of those who are subject to education and the educational courses to determine the achievement of educational goal and the efficiency and effectiveness of educational course and then make educational decision making [5]. Evaluation method can be classified into diagnostic evaluation, formative evaluation, and summative evaluation, and with the recent evolution of diagnostic evaluation and formative evaluation in terms of concept and description, such cases that perform all three forms of evaluation are increasing.

B. Influence Factors to Behavior and How to Change Behavior

This section identifies the influential factors to human behavior from social psychological aspects to draw the framework for security education for behavioral changes of employees and describes methods for changing behavior. In the first place, a process until a particular behavior is executed can be explained by the Cognitive Information Processing Theory that regards human thinking process similarly to computer information processing process and the Theory of Planned Behavior, a representative theory on psychological characteristics and behaviors in social psychological field. Cognitive Information Processing Theory is executed by passing through attention, perception, representation of human behavior, comparison with the existing information, and meaning-imparting stages [6]. According to this theory, in order to change human behavior, messages to deliver should be exposed and perceived by paying attention to them and positive intention should be formed.

On the other hand, Theory of Planned Behavior explains the influential factors to human behavior that are determined by intention and influences intention with attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control [7]. Attitude is a concept that encompasses both cognitive judgment and emotion toward a particular object and indicates favorable or unfavorable evaluation of an object. To elicit changes in behavior, employees should be exposed to the messages that can be attended or concentrated, as shown in Cognitive Information Processing Theory [8]. To solve these problems, they should be encouraged or persuaded to understand what to do and staffs should be made to accept these [9]. Finally, methods to maintain a positive attitude should be provided so that executives can accept [8].

Subjective norm means an evaluation of people around especially of the behavior of an individual including self-evaluation of behavior. It is a determination of whether to behave or not by comparing other’s behavior with one’s belief. In other words, it is influenced by social learning [10]. Subjective norm also means social pressure indicating that individuals feel in making a decision about whether to behave or not [10]. One’s behavior is suppressed by such social pressure.

Perceived behavior control means a degree that one perceives ability and confidence required for doing an act. This perceived behavior control can be strengthened by reinforcing the self-efficacy that indicates that one is motivated before putting into action and evaluates by oneself regarding a particular ability [10]. On one hand, if one does an inappropriate behavior or unless one performs an act that is required, attribution error, which indicates that one ascribes negative results to somebody else, might occur [11]. Influential factors to behavior as shown above and social psychological methods to change and reinforce this can be summarized in “Table I”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence factor to behavior</th>
<th>Attitude</th>
<th>Subjective norms</th>
<th>Perceived behavior control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How to change and strengthen factor</td>
<td>Attention Exposure Comprehension Persuasion Acceptance Retention</td>
<td>Social Learning Social Pressure</td>
<td>Motivation Attribution Self-Efficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Security Education

To look at the definition of security education for employees, Michael E. Whitman and Herbert J. Mattord defined security education as part of security program, specifically as activity to reduce security incident that occurred due to lack of awareness among employees [12]. On the other hand, Wilson and Harsh defined security education as a process that employees acquire knowledge and technology to perform security activity in preparation for new technologies and threats that might happen [13]. In other words, security education can be defined as an “activity to acquire and practice knowledge on security activities that are required on business in order to prevent and respond to the security incident that are caused by technological change and new threats and intended or unintended behaviors of employees.”

The existing security education related studies were mostly the fragmentary ones that provided codes of conduct for a particular situation and lacked security research contents from comprehensive aspects [3]. Therefore this section aims to deal with the requirements for information security certification and the security education related contents that must be recognized and practiced by employees. The control area for Information Security Management System (ISMS) Certification in Korea includes security control related to security education. Such information includes five fields: overview of security, security policy and regulation, security incident case and countermeasure, security related law, and responsibility for violation of regulation. Although these are recommended to be taught, these five fields do not have
specific educational contents. For this reason, this research identifies some security controls as educational contents related to the role and responsibility to be performed by employees. These security educational contents to reinforce the security activities of employees in five educational fields can be summarized in “Table II.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Overview of security</td>
<td>definition and necessity of security, latest security threat and vulnerability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Security incident case and countermeasure</td>
<td>Security incident cases (including other companies), security incident training, security incident report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Security policy and regulation</td>
<td>organizational security policy and regulation, security requirement at contract, implementation of supplier security management, security requirement at termination of contract, information assets identification, security level assignment, handling procedure, education execution and evaluation, security at the time of retirement and job change, secure area, access control, surveillance, information assets (mobile) carry-in and carry-out, personal work environment security, public work environment security, security system, smart work security, information transmission policy, removal device management, malicious code control, access and use monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Security related law</td>
<td>laws on the industrial field which an organization belongs to, security related laws including privacy act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Responsibility for violation of regulation</td>
<td>confidentiality agreement, reward and punishment regulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. SECURITY EDUCATION FRAMEWORK

The framework for security education that contains the influential factors to behaviors identified in previous studies and the social psychological methods for behavioral changes in employees depending on security education contents is shown in “Fig. 1". Educational contents in five fields all have relevance to attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control and the detailed educational contents are classified by factor.

A. Education for Attitude Changes

At the first, prior to security education, employees’ attention must be attracted by explaining about the security threats that have become an issue and the security incident cases. At this time, employees should be encouraged to understand the importance and necessity of security by explaining about an organization’s past incident cases and other organizations’ cases. And they can be more persuaded by explaining about the damages and disadvantages that might occur in case not observing the security activity and procedure required in security policies and regulations. In particular, the width of acceptance can be widened by communicating that an organization’s security policy and regulation is a requirement of the laws related to organizations. Finally, the awareness of security activity can be improved and the security activity can be maintained by explaining about legal liability and requesting confidentiality agreement. Therefore, the following items should be included in security education.

- Overview of security: latest security threats and vulnerability, definition and necessity of security
- Security incident case and countermeasure: security incident case
- Security policy and regulation: construction of organizational security policy and regulation, security requirement at contract, implementation of supplier security management, security requirement at termination of contract, information assets identification and security level assignment methods and handling procedures, security at the time of retirement and job change, secure area, access control procedure, surveillance, information assets carry-in and carry-out procedure, personal/public work environment security, smart work security, information transmission policy, removal device management, malicious code control
- Security related law: laws on the industrial field which an organization belongs to, security related laws including privacy act
- Responsibility for violation of regulation: confidentiality agreement, reward and punishment regulation

B. Education for Strengthening Subjective Norms

If we recognize the concept and importance of security and then compare the suggestions of security incident cases happened in other organizations with the security activities required by the organization that employees belong to will bring about a positive learning effect. In addition, if we recognize that security education is followed by evaluation and the results are reflected into the employee performance rating, it will bring about a learning effect. On the other hand, if we recognize that the behavior of employees is monitored and the nonobservance of related laws and regulations leads to disadvantages, it will be helpful for suppressing malicious behaviors as a kind of social pressure. Therefore, the following items should be included in security education.

- Security incident case and countermeasures: security incident case
- Security policy and regulation: education execution and evaluation, surveillance, access and use monitoring
- Security related law: laws in the industrial field that an organization belongs to, security related laws including privacy act
- Responsibility for violation of regulation: reward and punishment regulation

C. Education for Strengthening the Perceived Behavior Control

In general, humans tend to ascribe negative results of
behavior to someone else. To prevent this attribution error among employees, there is a need to inform inappropriate behaviors that might occur while working. On the other hand, it is also necessary to improve self-efficacy by communicating that security activity can be performed smoothly according to the security regulation of an organization. Also, if they are motivated to recognize reward and disciplinary action as result of security activity, it may have a positive effect on compliance with policies and regulations. Therefore, the following items should be included in security education.

- Security incident case and countermeasure: participation in security incident training, security incident reporting procedure
- Security policy and regulation: security requirement at contract, implementation of supplier security management, security requirement at termination of contract, information assets identification and security level assignment methods and handling procedures security at the time of retirement and job change, secure area access control procedure, information assets carry-in and carry-out procedure, personal/public work environment security, smart work security, information transmission policy, removal device management, malicious code control, access and use monitoring
- Security related law: laws in the industrial field that an organization belongs to, security related laws including privacy act
- Responsibility for violation of regulation: reward and punishment regulation

IV. FUTURE RESEARCH

This research is the one that draws the security education framework for explaining about the relevance of influential factors to human behavior from social psychological aspects and methods for behavioral changes to security education contents and focuses on security education contents for behavioral changes in employees. Therefore, the effective security education performance tasks that are based on the suggestions of the previous studies are proposed as future research tasks because such items as educational method and evaluation one, among many constituents of education are not included.

First, it is necessary to test the reliability and validity of the framework proposed in this research. Second, it is necessary to carry out additional studies on educational methods depending on educational contents. Third, it is necessary to conduct a research on the development of evaluation items to measure the behavioral changes of employees. Finally, it is necessary to conduct a research on the development of effective e-learning contents and evaluation methods because there are limitations in educating all employees at the same time and place and repeating such education. If we carry out a research on on/offline educational contents, methods, evaluation methods, and effectiveness like above, we will be able to understand human behavior more closely and contribute to theory and practice.

V. CONCLUSION

At security related seminars or conferences, it is quite often heard that ‘security is all about people.’ This means that the cause of security incident is people and it is also the people who solves it. However, it is true that organization’s security measures today relies highly on technical solutions and the security education for improving the awareness of security for employees and enhancing their capability is the minimum activity for compliance. This suggests that education simply delivers knowledge in most cases and neglects behavioral changes, although the purpose of education is to convey knowledge and seek behavioral changes. Moreover, we still have few security education related studies for employees and especially lack of studies on security education contents. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a study on security education contents that must be recognized by considering the behavioral changes of employees in order to establish and perform effective security education programs in an organization.

This research proposed the security education framework for behavioral changes among employees based on pedagogy and social psychology and drew security education contents necessary for employees by considering the relevance of five educational fields to the factors to reinforce changes in attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control. This research is significant in that it provided a comprehensive framework for the relevance of human behavior to security education contents under the current situation that we still have few studies on security education in Korea. However, this research is an exploratory one for drawing a framework and thus has limitations in that it is difficult to generalize because the reliability and validity of the framework was not tested and that it did not include security education performance method and evaluation method. Therefore, to overcome such limitations of this research and establish effective security education programs, it is necessary to conduct a research on measurement of effectiveness of security education, educational performance method and evaluation method depending on educational contents, how to measure behavioral changes, and online educational program development and its effectiveness measurement.
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